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Some key-definitions to simplify
the understanding of eco-humanism.
What is eco-humanism ?

It is an existential philosophy of the human House
(which illuminates our adaptative development, and which generates
in this aim a cohesive, proactive, and resilient societal organization).

Does that seem to you a little bit short ? Let's explain more.

What is the Human House ?

(eco = house)

It is the whole of the human and pro-human set, with its synergies
and its symbioses, solidarily organized by necessity, and in permanent self-corrected adaptation in its living environment.

What does the "existential" mention mean ?
This recalls the importance of the conditions of life and organisation of all our socialized whole, necessiting a priority of the general interest, of sharing of resources,
and of cohesion, to adapt us and survive solidarily in an environment naturally carrier of multiple dangers and accidents.

all of this is detailed in a

Fundamental Charter of the Protective Societal Principles.
Consult it freely !
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Eco-humanism in practice :

ONE FOR ALL AND ALL FOR ONE !
The human House must always help each
of its members to feel happy to live in it, under
the condition of a respect for the general interest.
In return, each of its members must always contribute in order
that the human House is capable to do it. Each one so works for
himself, for the others, and for the set of himself and the others. It
is a win-win relationship.

Eco-humanism has for vocation to contribute
always better to the cohesion, to the
protection, and to the happiness,
of the human whole.
And this is not new : its cultural foundations have been
improving and freely transmitted for already more of 26 centuries.

To know more, you can download and consult the
Eco-humanists Annals of the last 20 years (1998-2018)
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